ABSTRACT. Let (X, 3, v) be an internal measure space in a denumerably comprehensive enlargement.
Recall that a at b in R means that a -b is in the monad of 0. Here, as in general, we use Robinson's notation [7] with the following exceptions:
the symbol p is used to denote a measure and m(0) to denote the monad of zero; ii a £ R, then a denotes the unique real number r with a ~ r if a is finite (i.e., |a| < n for some n £ N), while a = +«= if a > n for all n £ N and a = -<x> ií a <-n fot all n £ N. Here N and N ate the standard and nonstandard natural numbers; we assume that 0 £ N and set l/O = +<».
2. Construction of measure spaces. We begin with an internal set X in a denumerably comprehensive enlargement. This means that if 5 is a standard set and A is internal with A £ S for each n £ N, then the external ) Of course by the set X we mean the collection of internal objects x £ S, for some standard set S, which satisfy the relation x £ X. Thus an external sequence {x^: n £ N\ in X is the restriction to N of an internal "sequence" \x : n £ N\ in S.
Let Q be an internal collection of internal subsets of,X. We need only assume that U is an algebra; that is, if A and B ate in Ct, then A U B £ Q and X -A eu. Since the union of any two sets in U is in U, it follows by internal induction over N that finite unions of sets in u are again in Q.
We now show, however, that countable infinite unions of disjoint nonempty sets in U are not in U. Proof. Applying the preceding remarks to U instead of X, we let {A :
n £ N\ be an internal sequence extending the given sequence {A : n £ N\.
Then the set \m £ N: AQ c(J"_i Afí\ is internal^ nonempty, and has a first element which must be finite. We next show that u-measurable functions become im-measurable when we take their standard part on X. The standard part / of a function f: X -* R takes the value (f(x)) at each x e X. We say that / is U-measurable if / is internal and for each a e *R, {x e X: f{x) < a\ e 0. and \x e X: f{x) < a\ e Ö.
Of course, we only need one of these conditions if U is an internal a-algebra in the nonstandard sense, i.e., "a" refers to N.
Theorem 2. If f: X-* *R is Q-measurable, then °f: X -» R U ,-h», -<*>j is ¡^.-measurable.
Proof. Given any standard a £ R, \x£X: °/U)<«l= U \x£X: f{x)<a-l/n\£% n=l;neN One can easily extend Theorem 2 to the case of an internal mapping E from X into the extension Z of a compact metric space Z with metric d.
Here we assume that for each point z. in some countable dense subset of Z and for each standard rational number q, we have \x £ X: d{z., F{x)) < q\ e(5.
In converting nonstandard integrals into standard integrals, we need to for each n e N; i.e., g = f a p-a.e.
3. Applications to probability theory.
Example 4 (Coin tossing). Fix co £*N -N and let X be the set of all internal sequences of zeros and ones of length co; the internal cardinality of X, |X|, is 2M. Let G be thé class of internal subsets of X, and for each A £ G let v(A)= 2~W\A\. Then (X, G, v) is the internal probability space for the experiment of tossing a fair coin co times. Any event depending on only a standard finite number of coin tosses corresponds to a set A e G, and v(A)
is the usual probability for such an event. Since m is the smallest a-algebra in X containing G, % contains the a-algebra corresponding to all the "standard events" of coin tossing. In general, standard events correspond to those sets B em such that if the sequence íx¿! e B, iyf} £ X and for all z less than some infinite ye N -N we have x. = y., then {y^ £ B.
Consider, for example, A as the event "the first n -1 tosses are tails, the Kth toss is a head." If co is even, the set A -U ? A., in G corre- To show that g is ÍB x 3H-measurable, we let ha be the function defined on X for a given a e R by setting ha(x) = inf {r £ *R*: f(t, x)> a\. Then ha is U-measurable since fx: ha(x)> 0| = X and for any ß > 0 in *R, i \x: ha(x)>ß\= fi t \x:f(q, x) < a\.
q rational in P.;q<ß It follows from Theorem 2 that h is Dll-measurable on X, and thus \(s, x) e R x X: s < °ha(x)\ is ÍB x îll-measurable. We therefore have for any a e R, the ÍB x ÎR-measurable set 
